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The helicopter group at the DLR in Göttingen has been actively involved in the development of measurement
techniques for unsteady flows, particularly as they apply to the problems found in unsteady rotor blade aerodynamics. This includes the development and validation of new techniques for the detection of dynamically
moving boundary layer transition, and for the detection of dynamic stall and other transient flow separation
events. These new techniques include pressure sensor analysis, differential infrared thermography, local infrared
thermography and the automated analysis of hot-film data. Particle image velocimetry (PIV) and background
oriented schlieren (BOS) have been used for the analysis of the unsteady off-body flow, and synchronised PIVBOS-pressure measurements have allowed direct comparisons between different methods. The Lagrangian volumetric PIV variant, shake-the-box, has been used to analyse secondary vortex structures in the vortex wake.
This review article will give an overview of the advances in that group, as well as placing their activities in the
context of international advances in these areas.
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1. Introduction
The main rotor blade of a helicopter in forward flight exhibits unsteady flow with a primary rotation period of the order of 1–10 Hz and
pulse phenomena (for example Blade-Vortex Interaction (BVI),
Dynamic Stall (DS), or Shock-Buffet) with time constants requiring
acquisition frequencies in the range 500 Hz-10 kHz. As such the aerodynamic phenomena seen on the helicopter rotor blade lie within the
modern rage of scientific visible light and infrared cameras, high-speed
lasers, and well below the upper limits of pressure sensors and hot-film
anemometers. This means that the data-gathering part of techniques
like Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), Background-Oriented Schlieren
(BOS) and infrared thermography (IRT) is possible, and pressure and
hot-film data can also be acquired. The measurement of unsteady
aerodynamic phenomena is subject to a range of critical difficulties
which are not present for static phenomena. Particularly the data
analysis presents significant challenges to recover meaningful aerodynamic data from the measurements. Additional challenges compared
to static flows are the reduced number of samples available for
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averaging to reduce noise, the effect of aperiodicity and vortex wandering, and the handling of inertia, synchronisation and lag in the
measurements. However unsteady flows offer a significant expansion of
the possible palette of instantaneous aerodynamic situations, and a
range of new and interesting phenomena, which makes unsteady flows
an exciting field to measure and analyse.
This paper includes an overview of the work in unsteady measurement techniques in the helicopter aerodynamics group at the DLR in
Göttingen over the last 10 years. This group develops methods of
aerodynamic analysis for rotary wing applications using experimental
and numerical tools, and has had an average of 3–4 full-time employees
and 3–5 doctoral students during the last decade. The German
Aerospace center (DLR), is a primarily publicly funded research organisation with around 8000 employees, with research interests in the
fields of air travel, ground vehicles, space travel and energy.
2. Unsteady aerodynamics test cases
The work of the helicopter aerodynamics group in Göttingen has
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focused on the study of aerodynamically analogous test cases, which are
relevant for helicopter aerodynamics. Older work focused on the airfoil
with prescribed sinusoidal or other pitching movement [1–3], see
Fig. 1a, which is analogous to parts of the helicopter rotor rotation cycle
with low sweep ( =90∘ and = 270∘). These test cases were used to
calibrate 2D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes and develop
dynamic stall modelling [4]. It was noted that the wind tunnel experiments, which had an aspect ratio of 3.3:1, produced lower stall
peaks and less concentrated vortices than the 2D simulations, and the
reason was the presence of three dimensional flow. For that reason, in
recent times the pitching airfoil has primarily been used as a test bed for
investigating flow control [5,6] and new measurement techniques
[7,8]. For the nominally 2D airfoil the 3D flow is caused by an interaction between the airfoil and the wind tunnel sidewall, which was
demonstrated using CFD and pressure measurements for static angles of
attack [9]. The interaction was observed for dynamic stall test cases
with a pitching airfoil using pressure sensitive paint, showing that a
strongly 3D flow was generated on the nominally 2D geometry [10].
The 2D pitching airfoil was thus succeeded by two alternatives: The
pitching finite wing [11,12], and the rotor with axial inflow [13]. The
pitching finite wing, see Fig. 1b, was prepared with a positive twist
toward the blade tip, resulting in a considerable reduction in the
sidewall interference effect, compared with the nominally 2D airfoil,

and in fact better 2D flow and boundary layer transition than the “2D”
test case [14]. The finite pitching wing was investigated for three
aerodynamic phenomena: dynamic stall, tip vortex and boundary layer
transition. It could be shown that a 3D dynamic stall with an omega
vortex was generated, which is comparable to that seen for more
complex test cases [11]. The dynamic stall could be well predicted
using 2nd order RANS computations with a sufficiently fine grid and
errors in the numerical prediction were primarily confined to errors in
the phase (or timing) of stall events, when compared with the experiments [15]. Although the differences were larger than for fully attached
flow, the high quality of both the experiments and the CFD to the setup
resulted in acceptable qualitative and quantitative agreement for all test
cases considered. The tip vortex for the dynamic pitching test case
showed an interesting jetting phenomenon associated with lift breakdown on the wing, but for the attached flow the results were as expected [16,17]. Unexpectedly, the finite wing had an experimental
disadvantage in that the wake preservation to large ages would have
required a much longer test section than was available. This problem
was better addressed by the rotor with axial inflow.
The rotor with axial inflow is an aerodynamic experiment for unsteady flow in a rotating system [13]. The RTG rotor produces unsteady
flow by using large cyclic pitch together with an axial inflow and includes some influences of centrifugal and Coriolis forces. The flow field

Fig. 1. Unsteady aerodynamic test cases, (a) Stereo high-speed PIV setup on a pitching airfoil, from Ref. [3], (b) Pitching finite wing with high-speed PIV results, from
Ref. [12] (c) Rotor in forward flight in a wind tunnel with low-speed PIV [23]. The experimental complexity and the comparability to flight is increased from left to
right.
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is not the same as in edgewise dynamic stall due to the missing wake
generation and Mach number variation, however relevant high-quality
validation data can be generated in the laboratory at a fraction of the
cost of a forward-flight wind tunnel experiment. This is particularly
important for the investigation of blade tip vortices since in contrast to
the wing tip vortices of fixed-wing aircraft, rotor vortices experience a
flow normal to the axial direction which promotes vortex decay, and
the vortices are produced with a curvature which also promotes vortex
decay [18]. The rotor can be operated with cyclic pitch, meaning that
the rotor blade changes its geometric angle of attack as a function of
azimuthal position, performing a pitching cycle once per revolution in a
similar fashion to the pitching airfoil. The tip vortex then trails the rotor
in a helical path and vortex breakdown in a function of the load and
induced fluctuations on the vortex [19]. The boundary layer transition
is primarily a function of the 2D flow, but in contrast to the pitching
wing, the measurement of the local aerodynamic angle of attack is
complex, and it can be significantly different to the geometric angle of
attack [20].
Finally, the measurements of model-scale [21], and full-scale [22]
helicopters in free flight with high-speed PIV and BOS allows the
tracking of flow features, and the verification that the effects seen in
simplified laboratory experiments actually occur on the helicopters of
interest. The difficulty of the measurements increases and the quality of
data reduces with the move from nonrotating to rotating test cases, and
again with the move from laboratory test-beds [23], see Fig. 1c, to free
flight, but the relevance of the measurements is improved.

The pressure sensor positioning follows two different strategies. For
larger models, for example the 2D airfoils in Refs. [2,25] sufficient
space is available that a large number of pressure sensors (generally
about 50) can be installed underneath the airfoil surface. The airfoils
are constructed of two carbon-fiber half-shells, an aluminium spar and
aluminium mounting feet, which are instrumented while open, and
then glued closed, see Fig. 4. The pressure sensors are installed near the
centerline at an angle of 10∘ to the oncoming flow to reduce wake interference from the preceding pressure taps. The pressure sensor distributions are designed using CFD computations of all expected Mach
and Reynolds numbers, angles of attack and unsteady pitching conditions. A linear interpolation of the pressures from the pressure transducers [26] is analysed (Fig. 5) and the pressure sensors are clustered in
regions of high pressure gradient to reduce the error in CL , CD and CM to
less than 1% of the peak value, see Ref. [27]. Despite this, it is always
expected that any comparison with CFD will require reducing the
computed pressure distributions to only the positions which were
available in the experiment, for example as [4,15]. This is particularly
necessary if any of the pressure sensors of the original design are nonfunctional during the wind tunnel test.
The second method of pressure sensor positioning is used when
technical considerations including available space inside the aerodynamic model does not permit the use of fully defined pressure cuts.
For example in the small rotor blades of the Rotor test stand Göttingen
(RTG) [13], only 10 sensor positions were instrumented, see Fig. 3, of
which only seven were functional during the experiment. As shown by
Ref. [28], the linear integration of the pressure transducer data can lead
to a qualitatively similar dynamic force history, but this is by no means
guaranteed. An alternative method is to match the measured pressure
distributions with computed pressure distributions using a least-squares
search and then use the computed pressure distributions for further
investigations. As shown by Weiss et al. [20], this allows a complex
analysis of n-factor amplification, for instance, or equally, the dynamic
boundary layer transition behaviour can also be compared [29]. Under
resolved pressure distributions must be treated with some care, as the
integration can result in qualitatively unexpected results, including
oscillations which would not be present in a more finely resolved
measurement [30].
In recent years airfoil data was acquired using a Dewetron digital
data recorder, and all channels are acquired with the same time-scale.
The data recorder is timed so that the sampling rate is fixed to the
airfoil pitching rate, and 1024 samples are acquired per pitching period
(i.e. 6144 Hz for pitching at 6 Hz). To allow the convergence of averaging, 160 periods of data are acquired, for a total measurement time
which varies with the airfoil pitching rate (27 s for 6 Hz pitching). After
the data has been acquired, it is archived together with all of the wind
tunnel data including wall shape and flow conditions.
Each of the data points is typically phase-averaged for a mean and
standard deviation of CP , CL , CD and CM . The mean is used for comparison with CFD and between different measurement points, and the
standard deviation gives a measure of the cycle-to-cycle variation.
Cycle-to-cycle variations come from structural vibrations and

3. Unsteady pressure measurement
3.1. Pressure sensors
The pressure sensors used in the investigations in Göttingen are two
different high-speed miniature pressure sensors from the firm Kulite,
operating on the strain gauge principle with a full bridge. The pressure
taps are small holes of 0.2–0.3 mm diameter in the surface of the airfoil,
see Ref. [24]. The depth of the pressure tap in the surface is 1 mm, with
a larger diameter tube (0.6 mm) attached to the back of the surface, see
Fig. 2. After a length of 5 mm–40 mm (depending on the specific geometry of the wind tunnel model), the pressure transducer is mounted.
The sensor found to have good performance and excellent long-term
stability (>10 years without significant degradation) is the Kulite
XCQ093 miniature pressure sensor. Where insufficient space is available to mount this sensor, Kulite LQ-062 sensors were used, see Fig. 3,
but this sensor showed up to 30% sensor losses in the integration and
initial testing phases. The sensors are fully calibrated (generally using
10–20 pressure calibration levels covering the expected pressure
range), at multiple points in each test, since it is assumed that the calibration changes depending on the local stresses on the sensor. In fact it
has been noted that after the initial integration, the calibrations are
similar enough to be compensated with a zero-point offset, and that a
significant change (>5%) in the calibration is exclusively an indication
of sensor failure.
The internal geometry of the pressure tap and sensor mountings for
each test are computed for their reaction to a pressure step of 30%,
using a 1D Navier-Stokes solver of the internal tubing (DLR-internal
code Kryodiff). It is assumed that the steps observed during the experiments are not susceptible to a small perturbation frequency and
time correction, and thus direct data analysis is used. The sensor
mountings are considered to be acceptable when all sensors succeed in
transmitting 99% of this pressure step in 1/2000 s. A typical sampling
rate for large models is 6 kHz, with an anti-aliasing filter at 3 kHz, and
for small models sampling at 20 kHz with an anti-aliasing filter at
10 kHz is used. Comparisons with external sensors indicate that for
small test perturbations that the pressure sensors are accurate to 10 k
Hz. The Kulite sensors themselves have much higher resonant frequencies so that the limitations are due to the mounting systems.

Fig. 2. Kulite sensor installation, from Ref. [24]. The sensors are installed in
holders and connected by tubes to the underside of the composite shell.
3
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The repeatability of nominally identical points measured on different days can be used as a substitute for error. For simple models with
attached flow the repeatability of CL is better than 1%, and the repeatability of CD , and CM , is within 3% for nominally identical test
points. The systematic errors due to the wind tunnel blockage and
sidewall effect can be corrected for steady tests, but for unsteady tests
no reliable correction method for the wind tunnel effects is known, and
the data is mainly analysed in an uncorrected form.
3.2. Pressure sensitive paint
The pressure sensitive paint (PSP) technique uses photokinetic interactions to measure the partial pressure of oxygen at a surface using
an applied florescent coating, see Bell et al. [32] and Liu and Sullivan
[33]. Excitation light at short wavelengths is absorbed by the lightsensitive luminophores, and the dye molecules emit light at longer
wavelengths. The amount of florescent emission is reduced by oxygen
diffused into the surface, the amount of which depends on the local air
pressure. Higher local pressure reduces both the amount of light
emitted as well as the luminescent lifetime decay time.
High speed pressure sensitive paint is becoming increasingly applicable to helicopter applications. In addition to results on a pitching
airfoil [10], and on the RTG rotor [34], several groups have reported
results for a rotor in hover and forward flight [35], high-speed rotating
blade in hover [36], and for rotating blades and pitching airfoils [37].
The pressure-sensitive paint used in Göttingen is a platinum tetra
(pentafluorophenyl) porphyrin (PtTFPP) based PSP in combination
with a styrene-based polymer, and was developed by the DLR in cooperation with the Organic-Chemistry Institute of the University of
Hohenheim, Germany [38]. The porosity of this paint was enlarged by
adding TiO2 powder, and the paint was applied with a spray gun to the
model surface, either without an additional screen layer underneath, or
with a white screen layer which results in higher signal intensity. The
paint can be applied in-situ in the wind tunnel, and is water-washable
for removal. A total paint thickness of 10±2 μm without the screen layer
is typical. Unsteady PSP has a relatively high temperature sensitivity on
the order of 800 Pa/∘C.
A constant UV-LED illumination can be used together with the intensity method, see Refs. [39,40], or a laser illumination with the
lifetime method, see Ref. [34], to acquire luminosity images from a
visible-light camera with a band-pass filter. The paint emits light and
the light intensity (brightness) is a function of pressure, paint application, illumination and observation angle. Reference images taken at
flow-off conditions must be used to reference the paint application, illumination and observation angle data, and thus the intensity of the
measurement images remain only a function of pressure. The measurement images are then mapped onto a 3D volume using marker
tracking and calibration data applied to convert light intensity to
pressure.
Both “in-situ” and “a-priori” calibrations are performed. Generally,

Fig. 3. Instrumentation on the RTG rotor blade, from Ref. [13]. Two pressure
sensor sections (r/R = 0.53 and 0.77), PT100s and five PIV measurement
planes are used.

Fig. 4. Instrumented airfoil model before closing, from Ref. [25]. This is a flow
control model including ports and valves for pulsed blowing, as well as 48
Kulite pressure sensors in one cut. Blue wires indicate accelerometers and
PT100 temperature sensors for monitoring the model. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)

turbulence or separated flow. Thus for each angle of attack on the
upstroke and each on the downstroke a pressure distribution and set of
forces is available. This results in accurate results for many test cases,
particularly at higher Mach numbers [2,25], but for many lower Mach
numbers or other airfoils, phase averaging results in significant errors in
the estimation of peak forces, for instance, see Ref. [31]. For many
cases, this problem can be addressed by using the average-of-peaks
rather than the peak-of-average, so that the error in the peak is specifically statistically addressed, see Ref. [11], and with this method, a
good comparability to CFD is achieved [15]. The phase averaging of the
data additionally allows the detection of the dynamic movement of the
boundary layer transition position, as addressed later in this paper, see
Ref. [24].

Fig. 5. Pressure distribution design for large numbers of pressure transducers. Left: Static polar test cases, Right: Dynamic stall test case, from Ref. [27]. Each line
shows the differing accuracy when the pressure distribution is changed, and the different lines are different sensor arrangements for the same number (50) of sensors.
4
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for 25∘C the in-situ calibration and the a-priori calibration have good
agreement and the a-priori calibration is used for the final data reduction. The PSP data requires a zero-offset from an adjacent pressure
transducer. When this is performed the PSP and pressure transducer
signals follow each other well, as shown in Fig. 6, with some aliasing
due to the differing sampling rates of the two data sets. The PSP data
requires a zero-offset from an adjacent pressure transducer. When this
is performed the PSP and pressure transducer signals follow each other
well, as shown in Fig. 6, with some aliasing due to the differing sampling rates of the two data sets. The pressure transducers were sampled
at 5878 Hz with an anti-aliasing filter at 3 kHz. The PSP data was
sampled at 367 Hz and the sampling was phase locked so that this was
equivalent to 1024 and 64 points per pitching period, respectively.
Pressure sensitive paint has been particularly useful where the topography of separating flow is difficult to measure, as in the pitching
airfoil undergoing dynamic stall in Fig. 7. Here the model centerline is
at the bottom of the images, and the wind tunnel sidewall is at the top
of the images. The low pressure in the dynamic stall vortex causes the
footprint of the vortex on the surface to be green in the images. The
interaction with the wind tunnel wall causes the dynamic stall vortex to
become bowed and strongly 3D. A rapidly moving rotor blade in hover
is an unsteady object which nonetheless has a static flow in the blade
reference system, and this could be frozen using the lifetime method,
see Fig. 8. Here the sparse pressure instrumentation of the rotor blade,
described in the previous section and shown in Fig. 3, is significantly
augmented by the use of pressure sensitive paint.
A particular challenge for PSP measurements on fast rotating blades
is the balance between short exposures to reduce blur and longer exposures to increase signal. Accumulating a large number of phaselocked exposures has worked for stiff objects including fans (Bencic
[41]), turbocharger compressors (Gregory [42]), turbine rotors (Suryanarayanan et al. [43]) and propellers (Klein et al. [44]). However due
to lower harmonic resonance in lag and flapping, helicopter rotor
blades do not produce a truly periodic flow of the type needed to use
this method, see Wong et al. [45,46]. These limitations are overcome by
using the single-shot lifetime technique as employed by Juliano et al.
[47], and Disotell et al. [48], who applied the method for unsteady PSP
measurements on a small-scale fully articulated helicopter blade in
forward flight. The technique has recently matured to be used on wind
tunnel helicopter blades in forward flight (Watkins et al. [49]).

available for CFD validation, which also allows advances in that area
[29].
4.1. Hot-film gauges
Hot-film gauges use a thin metallic sensor which is deposited onto a
thermally and electrically insulating surface. The sensor is heated
electrically and the heat flux from the sensor into the flow is a function
of the wall shear stress. The hot-film anemometers are operated in
constant-temperature mode, requiring complex electronics to balance
the heat-loss from the flow, and the voltage signal is proportional to the
wall heat flux. Limiting frequencies are between 20 kHz and 50 kHz,
depending on the precise experimental arrangement. The hot-film
gauges are not calibrated, and the changes in the signal over time are
used to make statements about the boundary layer state, see Fig. 9. In
contrast to other methods of transition detection, hot-film gauges can
also detect flow separation, and they are the method of choice for
boundary layer transition measurements where possible. Unfortunately,
the experimental effort and cost of installing hot-film gauges is often
prohibitive, and the operation of the gauges requires personnel with
specific training.
Richter et al. [53] shows a typical airfoil with hot-film setup, see
Fig. 10. The airfoil was additionally equipped with hot film sensors
deposited onto two Kapton sheets. The sensors were placed on a line
with an inclination of 15∘ to the main flow direction to reduce the
passage of a sensor's wake over other sensors. The sheets were glued
onto the model in specially prepared recesses, so that no thickness was
added to the model, and the edges were carefully filled and smoothed to
prevent disturbances in the flow. The electrical wiring was installed
inside the model. The hot film sensor arrays consisted of nickel sensor
elements and copper leads. The sensor elements had a length of 1.4 mm,
a width of 0.1 mm, and a height of 0.2 μm. The nominal cold resistance
of the sensor element was 9–10 . The copper leads had a width of
3 mm, height of 4.2 μm, and various lengths due to the layout of the
array, with a maximum resistance of 1.4 . Hot film data were sampled
at f = 120 kHz and synchronised with the pressure measurements
(f = 6758 Hz). Both the hot film and the pressure data were recorded
for 160 pitching periods of the model.
Automated data analysis for the hot-film data [57] uses the zero
passing points of the statistical skewness to detect the beginning, 50%
intermittency and end of transition as the boundary layer transition
position moves over each sensor in time. This algorithm provides results
which are identical to transition positions detected using voltage peaks,
derivative or kurtosis, but is more robust against experimental noise
and is thus better for automated transition detection algorithms. The

4. Unsteady boundary layer transition measurement
A number of significant advances in unsteady boundary layer
transition point measurement have been made by the helicopter group
in Göttingen. Although boundary layer transition measurement is not
new, see for instance Refs. [50,51] for hot-film measurements on a
pitching finite wing, or indeed for a helicopter rotor blade [52], experiments in this area have historically been suboptimal for use as CFD
code calibration. Firstly, the definition of a “transition point”, while
numerically attractive, is marred by the finite length of the transition
region in the flow direction [53]. The dimension between the end of
laminar flow and the start of turbulent flow can easily exceed 10%
chord in the suction side of a helicopter airfoil, and can approach 50%
of the chord length on the pressure side of a helicopter airfoil [54].
Secondly, the definition of “transition point” varies widely in the literature between transition start, end and 50% intermittency (or maximal Cf or heat flux gradient), both in experimental and numerical investigations. Thirdly, low data density and difficulties in the data
analysis have often produced data which is not of sufficient “quality”
for CFD calibration, although the paucity of available data increases its
value considerably [55,56]. Finally, advances in automated data analysis mean that the large amount of data produced by hot-film or optical
methods can be algorithmically evaluated, rather than relying on handanalysis of a few selected points [8,57]. Thus recent years have seen a
significant increase in the number and quality of unsteady data sets

Fig. 6. Model pressure comparison over time for a single pressure transducer
and a PSP point, from Ref. [10].
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Fig. 7. Pitching airfoil undergoing dynamic stall, from Ref. [10]. Time advances from left to right. The PSP shows the decay of the suction peak (blue)
followed by the development of a dynamic stall vortex with a suction footprint
(green) on the airfoil surface. The dynamic stall vortex is strongly curved from
the wind tunnel midline (bottom) and remains at the airfoil leading edge near
the wind tunnel wall (top). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 10. Airfoil with hot-films, from Ref. [53]. The pitching airfoil is driven by
shafts at the x/c = 0.25 position and 50 Kulite pressure transducers were included.

boundary layer transition position detected by hot-films in this way has
been compared to other methods [58], and it has been found that the
mounting surface is the main source of systematic error, both due to the
change in surface roughness over the Kapton sheet compared to the
airfoil surface, and due to the shape change of the airfoil near the
leading edge after installation and edge filling of the Kapton sheet.
4.2. Unsteady boundary layer transition measurement using pressure
sensors
In contrast to hot-film sensors, a larger number of wind tunnel
models are instrumented with pressure sensors as standard. The pressure signals can be analysed to produce boundary layer transition positions for both static and varying flows, although the method works
best for dynamically periodic flow [24]. The method has been demonstrated for test cases with dynamic pressure sensors mounted in the
model, see Figs. 2 and 3, but it does not rely on a high-frequency response, rather on broadband signal, and works for static cases even with
a low-pass filter at 1 Hz. The method detects the 50% intermittency
position, but cannot detect the start and end of transition, and the

Fig. 8. PSP surface pressures on the RTG rotor. Static root angle 17∘ for different rotation rates f = (a) 24 Hz, (b) 35 Hz, (c) 47 Hz, from Ref. [34].

Fig. 9. Hot-film data analysis for a pitching airfoil, from Ref. [53]. The passage of the laminar-turbulent transition over the sensor is visible as both a step in the
absolute voltage and a peak in the voltage RMS. Flow separation can be distinguished from boundary layer transition.
6
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presence of shocks or flow separation is only acceptable if there is a
physical or time separation between these effects and boundary layer
transition.
When the boundary layer transitions from laminar to turbulent, the
displacement thickness, δ, of the boundary layer undergoes a rapid
thickening, which can also be used directly to detect transition [59].
This thickening is experienced by the outer flow as a kink outwards
from the wall, which increases the acceleration of a subsonic flow
compared to the closely surrounding regions without boundary layer
transition. The statistical turbulence leading to the transition results in
an amplification of the low turbulence present in the outer flow, so that
the transition position experiences a constant slight movement with a
broadband signature. For a pressure sensor directly under the displacement thickness kink, the variance in the pressure signal is significantly increased compared to neighbouring positions, since the
pressure gradient P / x is high at that position. By finding the peak in
the standard deviation of the pressure coefficient, CP , the transition
position can be found, and this has been validated against hot-film and
infrared data [24,58]. The low spatial discretisation compared to the
high time discretisation of the pressure signals mean that the transition
position detection works best when the transition position is moving
over the pressure sensor position, see Fig. 11.
In addition to the original measurements, transition detection using
CP has been used for a finite wing, with higher flexibility than an
airfoil [11,14], and on a stiff rotor with axial inflow [13,60]. It has not
yet been demonstrated for pressure measurements using long tubes,
although that should be possible, or for a flexible rotor in forward
flight. The detection of boundary layer transition using the pressure
sensors is subject to a systematic bias of the boundary layer transition
upstream for cases where the holes of the pressure taps act as an increased wall roughness [8,61], and for dynamic flow the effect of the
increased wall roughness is to accelerate the upstream movement of the
boundary layer transition, while the downstream movement is relatively unaffected [62].

to analyse by hand [8]. As validated against experiment by Richter
et al. [58] (Fig. 14) and against computations by Gardner et al. [65], the
position of the DIT peak corresponds to the mean 50% intermittency
transition position with a small systematic error, see Fig. 15. There are
two systematic errors in the DIT measurement: Firstly the selection of
images which are too widely separated in time results in an error in the
prediction of the mean peak position, and secondly an irreducible
thermal hysteresis is created due to the propagation of heat into the
body.
The use of DIT for boundary layer transition measurement has been
the subject of extensive analysis [8,61,62,65,68]. The requirements for
a DIT measurement are quite strict. The surface must have a large IR
signal so that the difference between two images will also have a large
signal. This generally requires creating a temperature difference between the surface and the flow (as is also commonly used for IRT
measurements [69]), which can be created by using a heat-lamp [66] or
by using sunlight combined with a rapid change in the operating conditions [70]. There is some disagreement in the literature about the
importance of the heating method, with some experimentally observing
it to be critical [71], whereas others theoretically noting it to be unimportant [68].
Secondly, the use for unsteady flows on moving objects requires that
the image is frozen. This can either be achieved by using short imaging
times [68,70] or by using a rotating mirror so that the image of the
moving object is slowed, allowing longer exposure times [72]. This
second method has been successfully used for a number of wind tunnel
experiments [60,73,74], resulting in an increase in the exposure time
by a factor of four over flight experiments where the careful alignment
of the rotating mirror with the axis of the rotor is not possible [68]. For
tests on a hovering rotor, simply using a short exposure time is generally sufficient to generate IR images for non-DIT analysis [70,75]. The
optimisation of the separation time between the two DIT images is
important, since larger image separations improve the signal-to-noise
ratio of the difference image (more changes take place over a longer
time), but increase the systematic error in the DIT measurement, see
Fig. 15. The optimisation can either be undertaken for an entire measurement [8], or an adaptive image separation based on a minimum
required signal to noise ratio can be computed for each instant of the
unsteady flow [61].
There are only two works which have used DIT for transition detection for a helicopter in forward flight up to the current time:
Overmeyer et al. [74] and Gardner et al. [68]. A helicopter rotor in
forward flight experiences a variation in the inflow total temperature
during a rotation which distinguishes it from other unsteady flows with
constant inflow. This variation in the inflow total temperature means
that a separate heating of the rotor is not necessary, since the surface-

4.3. Differential infrared thermography and local infrared thermography
Differential infrared thermography (DIT) is an approach to the
analysis of infrared thermography (IRT) images, particularly those
taken using the high-speed infrared cameras which have recently become available for scientific purposes. These cameras have
short integration times (50–200μs) and fast image repetition
(100 Hz–1000 Hz). Classical infrared imaging [63,64] suffers from the
problem that the surface temperature takes very long times (up to
10 min) to come into thermal equilibrium with the flow, assuming that
the flow conditions remain static for that long [65]. As a result, even for
measurement points where the wind tunnel temperature is held constant for a few minutes, see Fig. 12, the experimental airfoil temperature distribution follows the Cf distribution, rather than a monotonically increasing temperature after transition as expected from
computed Tw . Thus if the flow changes within a “short” time, the temperature distribution on the surface will be a function of both the
current flow and the historical flow.
The original idea of DIT, as detailed by Raffel et al. [66,67], is to
take the difference between two infrared images with a small time separation. The difference will thus include only information related to
the changes between those time points, allowing the use of infrared
thermography for unsteady flows. Similar to the idea for boundary
layer detection by CP above, it is assumed that for many subsonic flows
that the strongest “feature” seen in a differential flow will be the
movement of the boundary layer transition position. As seen in Fig. 13,
the differences between two infrared (IR) distributions results in a peak
at the boundary layer transition position for the mean condition between the times/angles of the two IR distributions. This can also be
used for the analysis of infrared images for fine static polars, and can be
useful when the temperature distribution would otherwise be difficult

Fig. 11. Pressure signal analysis allowing transition detection on a pitching
airfoil, from Ref. [58]. The passage of the laminar-turbulent transition over the
sensor is visible as a peak in the standard deviation of pressure.
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Fig. 12. Unheated DSA-9A airfoil surface temperature, with the computed
adiabatic temperature distribution shown for comparison. The computations
use a manually fixed boundary layer transition at the experimentally measured
transition point, from Ref. [68].

Fig. 15. Validation of DIT showing hysteresis and signal change with image
separation, from Ref. [65].

Fig. 16. Alternative methods of selecting the boundary layer transition position
from a DIT signal for forward flight, from Ref. [68].

Fig. 13. Difference peaks from subtracted IR signals for static airfoil angles illustrating boundary layer transition detection using DIT, from Ref. [8].

Fig. 17. Proof of principle measurement of boundary layer transition using DIT
on a helicopter in forward flight at 80 kts and 1700 ft, from Ref. [68].

of the rotor undergo a constant thermal cycling which is a dominant
feature of the DIT images.
The analysis thus requires a different approach than the peak detection used for standard DIT images. In Fig. 16, several options are
shown, and the image should be evaluated from the trailing edge rather
than from the leading edge. Of the options shown, the “last high gradient” appears to be the most robust over a variety of conditions, but an
additional systematic error of up to 5% chord is incurred in the analysis
of these images. The analysis of DIT images for a helicopter rotor in
forward flight is a topic of ongoing investigation. Fig. 17 shows the
results of a measurement of transition using DIT on the main rotor of a

Fig. 14. Validation of DIT against hot-film and CP data for a pitching airfoil,
from Ref. [58]. The boundary layer transition position measured by DIT has a
small time delay compared to the other methods, which is within the experimental accuracy for a pitching frequency of 6.6 Hz.

flow temperature difference is inbuilt in the aerodynamic system (and
in fact heating the surface reduces the measured IR signal). However
the constant variation in the recovery temperature means that all parts
8
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helicopter in forward flight at 80 kts and 1700 ft [68]. The initial results
show that the measurement is possible, but the relatively coarse optical
resolution and the low signal to noise ratio make the results only sufficient to exclude the worst errors for numerical comparisons. In fact
the results in Fig. 17 show that the numerical estimates of the boundary
layer transition position appear to be rather good.
In contrast, DIT has allowed high-quality transition maps to be
generated for the reference case of a rotor with axial inflow [60], see
Fig. 18. This data compares well to CP data, and is of sufficient quality
to allow calibration of CFD codes, see Fig. 19. This is a considerable
improvement over the CP data previously available, shown as points
on Fig. 19, since the DIT data has a higher resolution both in the
chordwise and the spanwise directions. In particular, the CFD can be
calibrated to match the transition position as a single radial coordinate
rather well [29], but the variation of transition position over the rotor
radius must be matched by correctly modelling the flow. It is hoped that
the availability of high-quality experimental data for calibration and
validation will lead to the next generation of improvements in the
modelling of boundary layer transition for unsteady flows.
Local infrared thermography (LIT) is an alternative method of infrared image evaluation, which has been validated against CP and DIT
data for a pitching airfoil [61]. LIT is currently only practical for highly
periodic flows due to the requirement for a very fine discretisation in
the time or period axis. This fine discretisation has initially been
achieved by carefully timing the medium-speed IR camera at roughly
100 Hz to be slightly offset to the period of the unsteady pitching airfoil,
so that after 50 s a highly sampled single phase with 5000 images can
be reconstructed. Clearly in the future it would be desirable to have an
infrared camera which would operate in the multiple kilohertz range
for this technique.
In contrast to DIT, which is a spatial analysis of a pair of infrared
images, LIT analyses each single pixel of a large set of IR images in time,
see Fig. 20, which is rather analogous to the analysis of a single highspeed thermocouple. For a pixel which is sometimes in laminar and
sometimes in turbulent flow, and which is located on a heated surface
which is in thermal equilibrium, when seen over a multi-cycle time
frame, the surface temperature is constantly changing. When the flow at
the pixel is laminar, then the surface heat flux is low, and the surface
heating exceeds the heat flux to the flow, resulting in the surface
warming. In contrast, when the flow at the pixel is turbulent, then the
heat flux to the flow exceeds the surface heating and the surface cools.
The interface between the laminar and turbulent flows, the boundary
layer transition point, is then seen in the time history of the single pixel
as an inflection point between positive and negative temperature gradients.
The primary advantage of the LIT method is that the pixel-wise
evaluation method is directly applicable to the 3D analysis of boundary
layer transition on a surface, since the analysis does not rely on cutextraction and analysis as for DIT. The requirements for the measurement are much higher, however, needing at least hundreds, if not
thousands of IR images over a periodic cycle.

Fig. 18. Transition position map on the RTG pitching axial inflow rotor measured using DIT, from Ref. [60].

The TSP used by the DLR is based on ruthenium phenanthroline [Ru
(phen)] inside a polyurethane binder matrix, as described in more detail by Yorita et al. [77]. The data is recorded by the intensity method,
and the paint was uncalibrated since only the step in temperature due
to the boundary layer transition is necessary. Although a rotating
mirror has been used [73], this has been found to be unnecessary for the
rotor without cyclic flow [20]. The same short-exposure method is also
used for the short-duration Ludwieg tube in Göttingen [78]. The use of
temperature sensitive paint for boundary layer transition measurement
for helicopters Göttingen has currently been restricted to the hovering
rotor case which has rapid movement, but static aerodynamics in the
frame of the rotor blade. An extension of TSP to unsteady aerodynamics
is possible [79] and an extension to rotor flows using the same image
analysis techniques as DIT is planned for the future.
The high-quality static TSP reference data for the RTG rotor, see
Fig. 21, has been used for the fine adjustment of the computational
parameters before the numerical investigation of unsteady pitching
using similar CP data to that seen in Fig. 14. The numerical investigation of the RTG axial inflow rotor test stand [28,29], has shown
that using a stiff rotor of this type leads to an improved confidence in
the aerodynamic numerical methods, since a prescribed trim and stiff
structure make the identification of errors unambiguous. At this point
the RTG test stand can be well computed using the DLR-TAU, IAGFLOWer and Onera-elsA URANS codes considering the RTG rotor as an
isolated rotor in a farfield boundary.
5. Flow topology measurement
5.1. Stall detection
In addition to the boundary layer transition detection, the pressure
sensor analysis can be used to detect stall in a dynamic system [24]. As
seen in Fig. 22, the standard deviation for times where the flow is
stalled over the pressure sensor is much greater than for either fully
attached flow or boundary layer transition. If a similar approach is used
for IR images, then the stall can also be detected in a dynamically
pitching system. Infrared data can also be used to detect static flow
separation [64,80], but the extension to dynamic or transient stall is a
recent development. For the infrared data, images which are close in
time, but for different pitching cycles are subtracted to get the differences between the images. The standard deviation is then computed for
a small spatial area of the difference image, and for attached flow the
differences between two images is small, whereas for separated flow the
differences between two images is large. As seen in Fig. 23, the comparison between pressure analysis and IR analysis is good, and the stall
is detected well in both time and space [7,81]. A further comparison

4.4. Temperature sensitive paint
Similar to pressure sensitive paint, temperature sensitive paint
(TSP) uses photokinetic interactions to measure the surface temperature using an applied florescent coating, see Liu and Sullivan [33].
Excitation light at short wavelengths is absorbed by the light-sensitive
luminophores, and the dye molecules emit light at longer wavelengths.
The amount of florescent emission is reduced by thermal interactions
with the surrounding material, the amount of which depends on the
local temperature. Higher local temperature reduces the amount of
light emitted and the luminescent lifetime decay time. TSP can be used
in essentially the same way as IR thermography to measure boundary
layer transition [76], with the advantage that high-resolution visible
light cameras can be used instead of the low resolution IR sensors.
9
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Fig. 22. Pressure signal analysis of the standard deviation allowing stall detection at the sensor position on a pitching airfoil, from Ref. [24].

Fig. 19. Comparison of measured boundary layer transition positions between
DIT and CP data on the RTG rotor, from Ref. [60].

Fig. 23. Comparison of pressure analysis and IR signal analysis for stall detection on a pitching airfoil, from Ref. [7].

Fig. 20. Analysis of single-pixel data over time for the measurement of dynamic
boundary transition movement by local infrared thermography (LIT), from Ref.
[61].

Fig. 24. Comparison of stall detection methods on the pitching RTG rotor with
axial inflow, from Ref. [13]. Pressure analysis and DIT give similar results, and
the tuft analysis shows a similar stall region, but the flow separation is promoted by the addition of the tufts to the surface.

has been undertaken for a rotor [13], in which additionally the analysis
of photographic footage of tufts attached to the suction side of the rotor
was compared with pressure and IR data, see Fig. 24. The tuft data
shows a systematic error due to the introduction of the tufts into the
flow, in this case resulting in earlier stall and later reattachment than
without the tufts installed.

Fig. 21. Example static boundary layer transition positions from TSP data for
different positions and rotation rates on the RTG rotor with static root angle,
from Ref. [20].
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5.2. High-speed particle image velocimetry

comparable with high-speed PIV, if only averaged PIV images are required. As seen in Fig. 28, the dynamic stall on a rotor is taken using a
low-speed PIV system every third rotor cycle, whereas in Fig. 29 a highspeed system is used. Both are synchronised with the pressure sensor
system and allow better understanding of the pressure data. The highspeed PIV data allowed the tracking of single structures, but with an
increased experimental effort compared to the low-speed PIV.
In contrast to dynamic stall, a very large number of experiments
have been conducted using PIV to examine rotor wakes [97–101]. The
characterisation of tip vortices (i.e., their spatial location relative to the
blade, core size, peak swirl velocity, vorticity, and circulation) is essential to understanding flow phenomena which appear on rotors including blade-vortex interaction (BVI) and dynamic stall due to bladevortex interaction, and also for the accurate computation of rotor loads
and performance [102–107]. A shift from using laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) to PIV, see Refs. [108–110] has resulted in lower timeaccuracy, but a better understanding of phenomena including vortex
aperiodicity for both full-scale [111,112] and small scale rotors [113].
The research group at the DLR in Göttingen has recently followed
two approaches to the wake characterisation. Firstly, using the RTG
rotor test stand for a rotor with cyclic pitch in axial inflow, see Fig. 30,
exact low-speed PIV measurements of the vortex have been made, see
Refs. [18,19,114]. These experiments very finely scan the rotor azimuth, but are limited both in spatial resolution and in their ability to
investigate the vortex shape, due to the particle void which extends
from the core to near the edge of the vortex, see Refs. [115,116]. These
experiments are then carefully computed using unsteady CFD with
modern turbulence modelling [117,118], which accurately reproduces
the blade aerodynamics and the data across the vortex core, but which
has difficulties correctly reproducing the time history of the vortex
characteristics. By combining these two approaches, a better understanding of the vortex generation and propagation is reached than for
each method alone. Similarly, the vortex generated by the unsteady
pitching wing has been investigated using high-speed PIV [16] and CFD
[17], and a good agreement could be found between CFD and PIV for
even for dynamic pitching into stall, see Fig. 31 and it could additionally be shown that an appropriate scaling could be used to match
the pitching wing and rotating blade results [117], see Fig. 32.
The second approach has been to perform high-speed PIV on helicopter rotors in the wind tunnel [119,120], on model helicopters in free
flight [21], or on full-scale helicopters in free flight [22]. Here the
experiments are less well characterised, but measure the far more
complex flow situations including maneuvering flight, however the
computation of the configurations is currently outside the capabilities
of the Göttingen group. Similar efforts by NASA at Langley [121,122]

Particle image velocimetry (PIV) is a method of flow field velocity
measurement using small seeding particles which follow the flow. The
basic PIV technique is described in Ref. [82] and in Ref. [83]. As most
often used for unsteady helicopter flows, PIV uses a laser light sheet to
illuminate a thin section through the flow with two pulses which are
separated by a small time. Optically sharp particle image pairs are acquired on two cameras, for a total of four images of the flow. The use of
a stereoscopic two-camera system accounts for and quantifies the velocity component perpendicular to the light sheet, giving access to the
three-component velocity vector in a two-dimensional plane of interest.
Normal PIV lasers, consisting of a laser pair, operate with a maximum
repetition frequency of approximately 10 Hz. High-speed PIV rapidly
repeats the acquisition of image pairs with a frequency of 1000 Hz or
more and requires lasers and cameras which offer this functionality.
The department of helicopters in Göttingen uses both high-speed
PIV and low-speed PIV, nearly exclusively as a stereo light-sheet setup,
see Fig. 1a, for the observation of rotor-blade aerodynamics and rotor
wake aerodynamics. Both methods allow a near-perfect “freezing” of
the flow, due to the short length of the laser pulses and the small image
separation time compared with the flow time constants. Low-speed PIV
offers much higher laser power, which allows larger observation fields
under difficult measurement conditions, but flow phenomena cannot be
tracked, and the data analysis relies more on statistical correlations.
High-speed PIV allows direct image-to-image tracking of unsteady flow
phenomena and direct analysis of data concerning the tracks can also be
extracted. As seeding, Laskin-nozzle aerosolised DEHS with an approximate 1 µm diameter is used. An overview of many contributions to
particle image velocimetry in helicopter aerodynamics can be found in
Ref. [84].
One of the first experiments to use high-speed PIV on a dynamic
stall test case was Mulleners et al. [85,86], who applied stereo PIV to a
pitching OA209 airfoil at 50 m/s. The data analysis of the instantaneous
images, see Fig. 25, showed that individual subvortices could be identified and tracked. Additionally, the data could be analysed using
proper orthogonal decomposition (POD), identifying modes which only
appeared during stall, and thus allowing an alternative method of
identifying the flow separation time. Additionally, qualitatively different regions of the flow could be identified using Lagrangian coherent
structure analysis. Unexpectedly, it could also be shown that the unsteady separated flow generated by a statically inclined airfoil at high
angle of attack generated a bistable separation point, whose position
and movement could also be reconstructed using high-speed PIV [87].
The advantage of high-speed PIV for the analysis of flow control devices
to reduce dynamic stall could also be demonstrated, see Fig. 26. The
measurements of Heine et al. [87] and Mulleners et al. [86] also showed
the utility of high-speed PIV synchronised with surface pressure measurements to better understand those measurements, also in test cases
where PIV was not available.
Later investigations showed that while the analysis of the POD mode
time development coefficients was useful, the analysis of the POD mode
shapes was only of limited use, and dynamic mode decomposition
(DMD) was unsuitable for the analysis of dynamic stall [88]. However
the correlations in flows between the sizes of the flow structures and the
energy contained in the modes means that reconstruction of a flow
excluding higher POD modes can be used effectively as a filter of fine
structures, see Fig. 27. This approximation is particularly useful for
understanding the method by which a flow control device acts on the
flow [89], since the fine structures are usually an indirect byproduct,
and the larger structures can be more directly attributed to a particular
flow control function.
Particle image velocimetry synchronised with pressure measurements has become a standard method for many groups [90–95]. In
particular, low-speed phase-averaged PIV, which has been a standard
method for helicopter flow research [23,96] can often give results

Fig. 25. Dynamic stall vortex, from Ref. [85]. The dynamic stall on a pitching
airfoil was measured using high-speed stereo PIV and analysed using Eulerian
structure detection. The instantaneous pressure distribution is presented for
comparison.
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Fig. 26. Flow control comparison Left: with LEVoGs Right: Clean, from Ref.
[87]. The dynamic stall on a pitching airfoil was measured using stereo highspeed PIV, and the reduction in the size of the stalled region in the left image
indicates the effectiveness of the dynamic stall control vortex generators.
Fig. 30. CFD image illustration the change in the blade tip vortices over one
cycle of the RTG rotor pitching with axial inflow, from Ref. [118].

Fig. 27. Use of POD flow filtering on high-speed PIV data taken for a pitching
airfoil with dynamic stall controlled by a back-flow flap, from Ref. [89]. Top:
Instantaneous unfiltered Bottom: Small structures filtered.

Fig. 31. Comparison of pitching wing tip vortices (Left) PIV, (Right) CFD, from
Ref. [17]. The top images shows the blade tip vortex and blade wake for attached flow and the bottom images show the blade tip vortex for the blade in
dynamic stall.
Fig. 28. Low-speed stereo PIV of dynamic stall at r/R = 0.77 on the RTG
pitching rotor with axial inflow, from Ref. [13]. The separated flow is accelerated tipward while the attached flow is moving rootward. The instantaneous PIV image was analysed to find the boundary layer separation
point and correlated with the instantaneous pressure distribution.

Fig. 29. Monitoring of dynamic stall using high-speed stereo PIV on a pitching
finite wing, correlated with instantaneous pressure measurements at three
spanwise stations, from Ref. [11].

Fig. 32. Comparison between finite wing and pitching rotor vortex circulations,
from Ref. [118]. The analysis shows a direct comparability between the two test
cases.

have also shown a good comparison to CFD computations using Helios
[123].
The model helicopter experiments have the advantage that they can
be conducted indoors, so that laser safety and wind can be controlled,
and the PIV view field is relatively large compared to the helicopter, see
Fig. 33. Additionally, model helicopters have a very large power to

weight ratios, which that the effects of maneuvers (primarily
strengthening the wake) can be easily separated from the effects compared to static hover or constant flight. In Fig. 33, the whole vortex
system at the front of the rotor can be seen, including the start of vortex
paring between the last two vortices. In contrast, high-speed PIV on the
vortices of a helicopter in flight is strongly limited by the available size
12
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rotor, which appear to be responsible for vortex breakdown in this type
of flow. The colouring differentiates between the primary vortices
(grey), and the positive (red) and negative (blue) secondary vortices.
5.3. Background oriented schlieren for vortex detection
Background oriented schlieren (BOS) is a method of detecting
density gradients integrated over the line of sight through a flow, using
a camera focused on a high-contrast structured background with low
autocorrelation values. The basics of BOS, as well as an overview of its
development and use can be found in Refs. [129,130]. The normal
evaluation of BOS relies on a reference image which is cross-correlated
with the measurement image to give displacements which are related to
the density gradient. The particular advantage of BOS is the ability to
visualise density-changing flow structures (like vortices or shear layers)
using much larger fields of view than would be possible for PIV, see the
comparison in Fig. 34. Additionally, the reduced lighting and focus
constraints compared to PIV mean that high-speed visible light cameras
can be used to acquire videos of the flow-phenomena, for example as
[22]. A variety of backgrounds can be used for BOS, however experiments show that using retroreflective synthetic dot-patterns provides
the highest quality results [131]. For helicopters in flight, this is not
always possible, and here natural backgrounds [132] (grass, leaves,
gravel, etc.) can offer an alternative which also performs acceptably for
some variants [133]. An alternative is to use speckle-BOS [134], which
uses laser-speckles as the structured background. This method potentially allows the camera focus to move to the image plane instead of the
background, but a direct comparison by our group found an increased
noise-induced pixel shift for our lasers [135].
For in-flight measurements, generally a reference-free BOS is used,
which uses two subsequent images in a high-speed video for the BOS
analysis, resulting in a double-image of the object to be compared.
Fig. 36, left shows a helicopter in front of a synthetic background in
hover. In this case the use of standard reference BOS would theoretically have been possible, but the sunlight used to illuminate the background was changing too rapidly to be able to use the reference image.
In Fig. 36, right, a flare maneuver was performed against a natural
background, and the utility of the BOS measurement for flight tests can
be seen. Additionally differential BOS can be used to image the rotor
blades of a helicopter in-flight [132], which allows the analysis of
vortices under free-flight with strong maneuvers [126].

Fig. 33. Tip vortices of a model helicopter in maneuvering flight, from Ref.
[21]. The flow field is measured using stereo PIV and the vortex cores are
marked with white dots.

Fig. 34. Relative fields of view for PIV and BOS systems for a flight test to
investigate tip vortices in maneuvering flight, from Ref. [22].

of the PIV window, which is now much smaller than the helicopter, see
Fig. 34, due to limitations in laser power and camera resolution. In this
case the larger fields of view of background oriented schlieren (BOS)
can be used to further understand the flow field, which will be discussed more in the next section. Additionally, the experiments are
subject to variations in wind, and laser safety (including laser goggles
for the helicopter pilots) which add to the experimental difficulty.
An essential part of blade vortex measurement is the knowledge of
the blade position. For elastic rotor blades, the trailing edge position
can vary considerably from its nominal position, and thus vortex trajectories should be related to the true rotor tip trailing edge position
[116]. This measurement can be performed optically using stereo pattern recognition (SPR) (also known as multi-camera photogrammetry),
which has often been performed on rotors, [124]. Wolf et al. [125]
suggest that the achievable accuracy of SPR measurements on a full-size
rotor is around ±0.1∘ in torsion, and ±1 mm in position. For the unsteady measurement of the rotor tip position in Göttingen a simplified
optical tracking system with a single camera is used to follow two dots
painted on the rotor tip [13]. This approach has significantly reduced
effort for the setup and calibration, and most importantly the evaluation is significantly simpler. The single camera is mounted to observe
along the blade axis toward the hub at a single azimuthal position and
triggered when the blade is in position, once per cycle and has an accuracy of around ±0.1∘ in torsion, and ±1 mm in flap. This approach has
also been used for aircraft in flight [126].
In the future, it appears that high-speed volumetric particle image
measurements will have a crucial advantage over planar PIV, of resolving complex 3D wake shapes. Although planar PIV data can be reconstructed to pseudo-volumetric data [116], the recent development
of the “Shake-the-Box” (STB) method [127] allows volumetric measurements with high particle densities and direct measurement of the
particle acceleration, using a Lagrangian particle tracking algorithm
which is optimal for vortex measurement. This can be used to resolve
the complex shape of turbulence, but also the interaction between
primary and secondary structures in a rotor wake [128]. Fig. 35 shows
the analysis of secondary vortex structures in the wake of a hovering

Fig. 35. Tip vortex and secondary vortex system of a model helicopter in hover,
from Ref. [128]. The flow field is measured using the volumetric Lagrangian
particle tracking method STB for time-resolved flowfields.
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Fig. 36. Reference-free in-flight BOS to visualise the rotor tip vortices and wake (Left) Retroreflective synthetic dot background, from Ref. [131] (Right) natural stone
background, from Ref. [133].

Fig. 37 illustrates a direct comparison between high-speed BOS and
PIV. In this case, the fields of view are as Fig. 34, and in Fig. 37, left the
helicopter vortex system between the rotor and the ground is captured.
This is a similar setup to that used in small scale by In Fig. 37, right both
the PIV and BOS fields contain the same vortices, which can be directly
compared. The sequence shows vortex pairing in the downwash of a
helicopter in slow maneuvering flight near to the ground, and the BOS
data is integrated over the line of sight, meaning that the vortex positions are less clear than for the PIV data. This problem can only be
solved by using multiple cameras, since the vortex will give the strongest schlieren signal when it is aligned with the camera, rather than
when it is in the desired position. A tracking of the vortex positions in
2D can be useful, see Ref. [18], but requires good camera positioning.
In this case, a reconstruction of the vortex density assuming axisymmetry is possible, so long as the resolution of the BOS data is high
enough [136,137].
Although the 3D reconstruction of the vortex density distribution is
theoretically possible, this has not yet been successfully undertaken.
However the helicopter vortex system geometry can be reconstructed in
3D space [138]. An epipolar method for vortex reconstruction [139]
must be used, since the vortices are an undefined line. The full reconstruction using multiple cameras has been demonstrated by Bauknecht et al. [140] for a hovering helicopter in a quarry. Fig. 38 shows
the reconstruction of a vortex system using multiple-camera BOS, and a
comparison to computation. The 3D reconstruction has gaps where the
helicopter geometry interrupts the view of the 2D projections, or where
the quality of the natural stone background is too poor for the BOS
cross-correlation, so that the reconstruction is not complete. The

Fig. 38. Helicopter vortex system Left: Measurement with reconstructed vortex
system geometry from multicamera BOS measurements, Right: Computation
with panel method, from Ref. [140].

reconstruction has not yet been undertaken as an unsteady process,
although the method is not theoretically different than the single reconstruction.
6. Summary and conclusions
This article has summarised the work of the helicopter aerodynamics group in Göttingen on measurement techniques for unsteady
helicopter rotor flows. Besides the relatively standard pressure and heat
flux measurements, four new techniques for the detection of dynamically moving boundary layer transition have been developed and validated: Pressure sensor analysis, differential infrared thermography,
local infrared thermography and the automated analysis of hot-film
data for dynamic boundary layer transition movement. Similarly, the
new techniques of pressure sensor analysis and differential infrared
thermography have been validated against tuft measurements for the

Fig. 37. Left: Helicopter vortex system with BOS, Right: Tip vortex pairing of a BO105 helicopter in maneuvering flight comparing a time-series of PIV and BOS data
taken simultaneously of the same region, from Ref. [22].
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detection of dynamic stall and other transient flow separation events.
Particle image velocimetry and background oriented schlieren have
been used for the analysis of the unsteady off-body flow, and synchronised PIV-BOS-pressure measurements have allowed direct comparisons between different methods. The Lagrangian volumetric PIV
variant, shake-the-box, has been used to analyse secondary vortex
structures in the vortex wake.
A combination and comparison of the experimental work with numerical analyses has shown that the data from both methods can be
used to better understand the flow phenomena present on unsteady
flows of the type present on helicopter rotors.
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